
Heavenly
A bed with rabbit's ears in a sugar-sweet meringue pink? A heavenly nest for tired little 
mice? Or a blueberry penguin for bright-eyed adventurers? Sleep.Onnn furniture is 
popular with both young and old with its child-friendly designs and attention to detail. It 
stimulates children's imagination, inspires us with its Scandinavian chic and also performs 
well when it comes to functionality: designer Litvinenko has spent a lot of time analysing 
the needs of both children and parents. He has created a set of designs that not only meet 
the most demanding of requirements in terms of safety and comfort, but also reflect the 
individual character of each child. The beds can be configured in various different ways 
according to preference, and can be put together in various combinations and sizes. Their 
rounded-off corners and upholstered guard rails mean that adults won't need to watch over 
the children all the time. To complete the range, there are also some carefully considered 
storage solutions for toys, books and clothing.

Facts

Contracting company

Sleep.Onnn, Ukraine
https://sleep.onnn.eu/home

Products used

Pigmopur G50

Pigmofix M Fein

Go to sleep little baby

A question that unites all parents: How do I get my child 
to go to sleep – ideally in their own bed? "To achieve this, 
the child's own sleeping area needs to be just as cuddly, 
cosy and enticing as their parent's bed!", or at least that's 
what Ukrainian businesswoman Valentina Vasilieva 
believes. Together with designer Evgeniy Litvinenko, who 
has been blessed with some useful experience as a 
father, she has set about conceiving a range of children's 
beds that invite them to fall asleep, sleep through the 
night and stay asleep: Sleep.Onnn is the name of the 
brand under which her company Atelier Lilu sell a 
complete collection for children's bedrooms – from 
cupboards, chests of drawers and textile items through to 
the perfect beds for undisturbed children's dreams.

https://sleep.onnn.eu/home
https://www.adler-coatings.com/products/furniture-parquet-varn.hard/2k-solv.based-paint-colored/pigmopur-g50~p803
https://www.adler-coatings.com/products/furniture-parquet-varn.hard/2k-solv.based-paint-colored/pigmofix-m-fein~p1190


Never tired
All the furniture has one thing in common – the high-quality materials that are used: the 
company is based in Kyiv and attaches great importance to ensuring eco-friendly products 
and manufacturing methods. That's why Sleep.Onnn always uses coatings by ADLER, 
which the company sources through their long-standing and enthusiastic ADLER trading 
partner Living Wood. The wooden components are coated with the coloured paint ADLER 
Pigmopur G50 followed by a coat of the matting agent Pigmofix M to achieve the 
especially elegant matt effect of the furniture. The powdery pastel shades from ADLER's 
1200 collection will have even those children who are "never tired" floating gently off to 
the land of sweet dreams.
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